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Abstract: Additive manufacturing is one of the rising manufacturing technologies in the future;
however, due to its operational mechanism, printing failures are still prominent, leading to waste
of both time and resources. The development of a real-time process monitoring system with the
ability to properly forecast anomalous behaviors within fused deposition modeling (FDM) additive
manufacturing is proposed as a solution to the particular problem of nozzle clogging. A set of
collaborative sensors is used to accumulate time-series data and its processing into the proposed
machine learning algorithm. The multi-head encoder–decoder temporal convolutional network
(MH-ED-TCN) extracts features from data, interprets its effect on the different processes which occur
during an operational printing cycle, and classifies the normal manufacturing operation from the
malfunctioning operation. The tests performed yielded a 97.2% accuracy in anticipating the future
behavior of a 3D printer.

Keywords: 3D printing; nozzle clogging; machine learning; smart monitoring

1. Introduction

The development of specific components utilizing filaments or materials like plastic
or even metal and resins can now be done using the help of 3D printers. The method is
utilized for faster creation of prototypes and end-use products, since producing molds,
plastic, or metal components involves the use and application of industrial equipment [1].
Although using industrial-grade machinery and equipment is suitable and reasonable for
its price during mass production, it is time-consuming and quite expensive for prototype
development. The mass production method is not viable for prototype development
because it typically needs numerous design revisions and iterations. For the development
of a single piece, the procedure is rather affordable, but not for mass productions.

In using 3D printers for printing materials, the process of fabrication requires a length
of time to finish. However, in that duration there might be errors during printing [2,3].
Printing mistakes are frequently expected, and output is typically rendered useless. Because
the procedure could take awhile, operators typically do not monitor the printer as it runs.
The 3D printer is not intended to handle faults; hence, it normally keeps printing even
if one occurs. Proceeding with the printing process could harm the 3D printer and even
waste materials or the output itself [4]. One of the prominent printing error is nozzle
clogging [5]. There are numerous efforts in the part of the researchers to address these issue.
The researchers proposed in-process monitoring, which is a critical quality control factor
that is often overlooked [6].

The in-process quality control is based on continuously monitoring the 3D printing
using a visual inspection or acquiring sensor data during the manufacturing processes [7–9].
These method commonly uses a collaborative sensors for an improved quality prediction
and defect detection. In paper presented by [10] used an acoustic emission (AE) to monitor
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and identify the occurrence of filament breakage using statistical analysis to detect the
event, and when it happen during the printing process, it causes the nozzle to clog and
malfunction. Likewise, in [11] in preventing the nozzle clogging, the current flowing
on the extruder motor is monitored. The increase of amperes readings implicates a rise
in extruder motor temperature, leading to a clogged nozzle tip; to stabilize the nozzle
temperature, a proportional integral derivative (PID) controls the cooling fan to prevent the
nozzle clogging that leads to warping on the final product, and a physics-based model is
constructed to further validate their result. Aside from affecting the rheological properties
of the material, this printing parameter—nozzle temperature—also influences the filament
extrusion velocity, a critical factor attributing on nozzle clogging that can cause a printing
failure [12,13].

Recently, the authors applied machine learning algorithms to the in-process monitoring
systems to perform smart monitoring scheme. Machine learning algorithms are used to
classify, predict, and prevent the malfunctions during the printing process [14,15]. The
authors in [16,17] acquire the data on a fused deposition model (FDM) machine with an AE
technique. These signals are processed using the hidden semi-Markov model and support
vector machine (SVM) to classify the normal and nozzle clogged state of the FDM printer.
The approach in [18] utilized heterogenous sensors for quality monitoring. The data from
thermocouples, accelerometers, and infrared sensors are analyzed in different machine
learning algorithms like probabilistic neural networks, naïve Bayesian clustering, and SVM
to predict the anomality during the printing processes. In this paper, a deep learning-based
data-driven monitoring system is proposed to enable an in-process quality monitoring
scheme for additive manufacturing process.

The implementation of a 3D printer monitoring device is proposed to solve the need
to continuously monitor the production and status of the 3D printer. It is advised to use
temporal convolutional networks (TCN) to instruct the device to distinguish between faulty
outputs and safe values [19]. The general objective of this design project is to create a tool
that will keep track of the 3D printing chamber’s interior, air quality, and temperature.
The device aims to display whether the 3D printer status is safe for printing and if the
output has no errors. Through the development of the system, operators can be notified
if something is wrong and halt the printing process to mitigate waste and damage to the
printer. Using a machine learning algorithm, the MH-ED-TCN algorithm processes the
multi-variate data, extracts features from it, and classifies whether or not an anomaly exists.

The flow of the paper is organized as follows. The development of the proposed multi-
head encoder–decoder temporal neural network (MH-ED-TCN) structure is discussed in
Section 2. The experimental set-up for the data gathering were enumerated in Section 3.
The results and discussion of the application of MH-ED-TCN are elaborated in Section 4,
and Section 5 presents the conclusion and recommendations for future studies.

2. Development of In-Process Monitoring System

The lack of a device to accurately monitor if the 3D printer is still functioning at
appropriate settings was the primary reason of manufacturing waste in terms of time and
resources, which led to the creation and conceptualization of this study. The process of
3D printing is complex and even a small mistake could render the print output useless.
To build the data-driven in-process quality monitoring system, a deep-learning model to
identify whether there will be an occurring error during the printing process is proposed.

In building a monitoring system for a FDM 3D printer, a deep learning method is used
in predictive modeling to identify the malfunctions that occur during the manufacturing
process. In this paper, an additional pre-processing method is integrated on the temporal
neural network [20] in order to improve the classification accuracy.

2.1. Multi-Variate Data

In this section, the input data and the structure of multi-head encoder–decoder tem-
poral neural network is discussed. The data are acquired using the experimental setup
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illustrated in Figure 1. To rigorously search for the perfect machine learning algorithm to
use, the nature of the data used is defined. The input data to the system shall include a
multi-variate time series data, presented in Equation (1).

D = [D1, D2, D3, . . . , Dx] (1)

where:

D: the combination of various sensor readings that the acquisition device has collected;
x: the global epoch time in seconds;
Dx: the data matrix which contains the collection of unit data.

Figure 1. (a) The actual experimental setup for the data acquisition using the FDM 3D Printer Creality
CS-10, and the data acquisition device, DAQ MX 6001. (b) The architecture of the experimental
setup featuring the sensors that were gathered to be processed in the proposed MH-ED-TCN scheme.
(c) The developed monitoring system software graphical interface.

For each data matrix Dx, there is a set of data dk
a,b where a ∈ R and ranges from 1

to the number of parameters used for classification within the system and b refers to the
measurement count. The data fed into the system are from thermistor sensor to record the
temperature of the nozzle, as well as the humidity sensor in order to record the ambient
temperature and humidity, and the data from spectrometer that are used to detect the
filament’s temperature. In each second, a sample of multiple logs is collected where the
value of the measurement count depends on the capability of the data acquisition device to
sample data per second. In this paper, the data acquisition rate is set to 2047 Hz.

D1 =


d1

1,1 d1
1,2 . . . d1

1,b
d1

2,1
...

d1
2,2
...

· · ·
. . .

d1
2,b
...

d1
a,1 d1

a,2 . . . d1
a,b

 (2)

To conform to the training’s predetermined level of unfolding, the data is first spliced us-
ing the sliding window approach, and the values are selected taking into account the sampling
capability of the experiment’s acquisition module. By adopting a sliding step of (∆ = 250)
and a time window of (δ = 50), the elements in Dk are divided into fixed-length sequences of
x(∆). It may be expressed mathematically as x(∆) = (xδ− ∆ + 1, xδ− ∆ + 2, . . . , xδ). The new
data sequence consists of a matrix of dimension (a, Delta)(a, ∆) , where x(∆) ∈ R(a,∆) .

2.2. Multi-Head Encoder-Decoder TCN Architecture

Figure 2 shows the overall network structure. The model has two primary parts: an
encoder and decoder comprised of a convolutional neural network (CNN) structure that
handles multivariate time series data. In this instance, time and feature axis features are
extracted using a one-dimensional CNN. Three residual blocks that make up the encoder
are constructed particularly to calculate the shortest path to broadcast data in both the front
and rear layers. In addition, the decoder has a dense layer, a rectified linear unit (ReLU)
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activation function, and three transpose convolutional layers. Excluding the dense layers
that penalize large model weights, all stages in the encoder and decoder are deployed with
L2 regularizers to avoid overfitting.

Figure 2. The framework of the proposed MH-ED-TCN illustrates how data collected x(∆) from the
3D printer is fed into the system is will be the sequenced. The variables f, k, and d stand for the filter
count, filter size, and dilation factor, respectively.

Residual Blocks

In the proposed architecture, a stacked dilated convolution inspired by [21] has a
receptive field r f that defines the number of neurons in the input that influences the
predicted values produced on the final layer. To ensure that the predicted values solely
based on the historical values of the series x, a causal convolution is used. Each of the
neurons are subjected to a filter size of 256 and a d = [20, · · · , 2l−1] increment the dilation
factor of each layer l. About on the individual layer, a residual block is implemented
instead of directly applying the architecture presented in [22]. The residual block applied in
this research was composed of batch normalization, dilated convolution, and non-linearity.
These displayed blocks efficiently support the network stabilization and training.

3. Experimental Setup

In order to acquire the data, the equipment used is a cartesian FDM printer single
extruder system (Creality CS-10). The experimental setup is summarized in Table 1. For the
sensor placement, the spectrometer probe is placed near the extruder motor in order to read
the temperature of the extruder motor. The temperature on the extruder motor indicates
whether there is nozzle clogging that is happening during the printing process. Materials
used in additive manufacturing have specific threshold values for optimal temperatures
when melting. When the temperature of the extruder falls below the material’s optimal
melting point, the melted filament may cool and clogging may occur [23]. On the other
hand, when the temperature of the extruder goes beyond the maximum melting point,
heat creeping may occur. Heat creeping is the phenomena that occurs when the premature
melting of the filament disrupts the extrusion process.
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Table 1. The 3D Printer experimental conditions.

3D Printer (Type: FDM) Creality CS-10

Filament Material PLA
Diameter 1.75 mm

Nozzle diameter 0.4 mm
Slicing software CreatorK
X/Y/Z accuracy 11/11/2.5 µm

Speed Feed rate 5 mm/s
Extruder travel 40 mm/s

Temperature Extruder 210 ◦C
Bed 90 ◦C

Layer resolution 0.1 mm

The dataset is accumulated first. It is done by strategically mounting an LM35 temper-
ature sensor on the printer head. The humidity is also accumulated to record the ambient
temperature and humidity of the printing external environment and a spectrometer is
used to detect the filament’s temperature. The collection frequency of 2047 Hz is used
for data acquisition and is saved on an PC in comma-separated value format. The slicer
program for FDM has a printing surface temperature of 60 ◦C, a 5 mm/s feed rate, and a
40 mm/s production rate. The 108 min execution period allowed us to gather a dataset
with a sample size of 328,470. An additional vibration and acoustic emission were used
to detect the printing activity from the printer in order to notify the users if the printing
activity suddenly encounter unscheduled printing halt.

4. Results and Discussion

The collated data was split into three parts, training, validation, and testing before
running the TCN model. The TCN was run for 100 epochs and collected performance
metrics such as accuracy, loss, and confusion matrix of the scheme at the end of the
simulations are explained below. The proposed model is compared to the most prominently
used architectures, namely, the CNN [24] and recurrent neural networks (RNN) such as
long short-term memory (LSTM) [25]. These methods are known in handling time series
forecasting methods [26,27].

In Figure 3, the performance evaluation of the proposed model illustrates its accuracy
over time. In addition, Figure 4 illustrates the performance of the proposed model in
terms of training and validation loss over a period of 100 epochs. Values for both stayed
almost the same all through the entire process and this shows that the proposed TCN
model properly familiarized the process from the collected data and overfitting was not
recorded. Here the accuracy obtained was 97% The goal of most (if not all) machine
learning algorithm is to reduce loss, i.e., get the loss value closer to zero as much as possible.
Figure 5 shows the loss of training and validation sets to be below 0.06; hence, it can be said
that the model had a very minimal loss. Then, in Figure 6, the TCN performance summary
is presented in the form of a confusion matrix. The percentage of accurately categorized
results (True Negative and True Positive) is roughly 97%. The remaining 3% is made up of
the inaccurately categorized results (False Negative and False Positive).
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Figure 3. The graph illustrates the accuracy of the training and validation of the proposed model
over a period of 100 epochs.

Figure 4. The comparison of the different machine learning algorithm compared to the proposed
MH-ED-TCN.

Lastly, the algorithm is evaluated in comparison to the current classifiers, namely,
SVM, LSTM, LSTM Autoencoder, a simple CNN, and the proposed MH-ED-TCN approach.
As seen in the results, the use of MH-ED-TCN trumps all the other methods. By using
MH-ED-TCN, results of 97% and 95% were produced by accuracy and recall sequentially,
and they are at par with that of the method that produced the best results in those areas,
that is, CNN. Hence, the characteristics of the TCN model overcome the vanishing gradient
problem from which the canonical RNN suffers. As for the precision and recall, using
MH-ED-TCN has produced results of 99% and 96%, respectively, and the results in those
areas are greater than all the other four algorithms. Overall, in every observable aspect, the
use of MH-ED-TCN performed better than all other algorithms considered in this research.
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Figure 5. The graph illustrates the training and validation loss of the proposed model over a period
of 100 epochs.

Figure 6. The results presented in a confusion matrix.

5. Conclusions

In this article, an in-process smart monitoring strategy is presented. The proposed
machine learning algorithm, multi-head encoder–decoder temporal neural network (MH-
ED-TCN) is utilized to identify the occurrence of nozzle clogging. In the process of testing,
the proposed model outperformed the other machine learning algorithms in identifying the
occurrence of nozzle clogging using the multi-variate data. From the experiment, although
the MH-ED-TCN recorded a 97% accuracy with the same percentage as CNN model, the
proposed model performed better in other evaluation metrics like F1 score and precision,
outperforming the other machine learning structure presented.

The paper outlines the development of a 3D printer monitor. The possible future works
in this research would be to develop a 3D printer monitor using digital twin technology.
Digital twin technology is applied in experimenting with objects because it eliminates the
risk of ruining the actual object [28,29]. In monitoring and inspection work, workers often
apply manual inspection techniques and travel to the location of the object to be inspected.
The process is costly and laborious; thus, the emergence of digital twin technology is seen
as the alternative to the manual practice. In addition, the improvement of the algorithm
and the use of recently developed algorithms to increase the accuracy of the system is
recommended. Furthermore, it is also recommended to add appropriate sensors to investi-
gate and address the printing malfunctions that were caused by viscoelastic behavior of
the polymer materials that were used in the experiment. In the event of an operational
breakdown, a mechanism for promptly shutting down a 3D printer is proposed. For the
purposes of this layout, only status tracking and reporting were taken into account.
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